
Robotics Camp
Fun, Learning, and Discovery



Fun Road Ahead

Welcome to the KOOV Robotics Camp. At this camp, you are going to 

put on the hat of a student robotic engineer and learn by building. You 

will build and program several “robots” each day,following instructions 

in this curriculum and from My First Robot Coding Map. Then you will 

be given a Design Challenge to brainstorm for better design. Each day 

will be filled with learning, fun, and discovery.  



Week In A Glance

Day 1: KOOV Education Suite

Learn about Robotics and 
KOOV

Day 3: Light and Camera

Detect Light and Distance

Day 2: Blink and Beep!

Coding with LEDs and Buzzer 

Day 4: Turn that Wheels 

DC Motor and Robot Car

Day 5: Dancing Feet

Servo Motor and Penguin



Dancing Feet

DAY 5



Day 5 Objectives 

Servo Motor

List
Wait Until  
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KOOV Servo Motor

E

There are two type of KOOV motors, one is a rotating DC Motor, the other is 
the Servo Motor. A KOOV DC Motor can turn clockwise and counterclockwise 
at a given speed, and the Servo Motor provides finer control and let you turn to 
a specific angle at a specific speed. Servo Motor usually has a servo arm or 
shaft that can turn 0-180 degrees.

The KOOV Servo Motor can be controlled via KOOV Code Blocks. It can be 
programmed to rotate at a speed to a specific angular(angular stands for 
angle) location. The codes below shows how to turn the shaft at speed 80 to 
75 degrees.

Video: 
Alligator

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LS2-x1_RV5z3gKqxTzsXavAkzLcitY8V


KOOV Servo Motor

E

A KOOV Servo Motor can rotate between 0 to 180 degrees. The illustration below shows the 

location of the shaft when the code rotates a servo motor to different positions. 

Video: Change 
Angles

Video: Rotate at 
different Speedsimulation

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p4FrQbPm6kujmvCfucgP86n8sbtEYT-o
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18Ey3DzKtRMIcSxhzj7Fs1Cq8SiGTYCBY
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/211405421/#fullscreen


Look Inside a Servo Motor 

E

A Servo Motor contains a DC Motor, gears, a position sensor, and an error amplifier. DC 

Motor rotates the shaft; gears help control rotation; position sensor provides current location; 

error amplifier tracks the difference between current and desired location. Together it forms a 

control loop that keeps going until the desired location is reached. 

simulation

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/206019276/#fullscreen
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Wait until
C

The wait until block is to hold the current state until a condition is true. 

For example, a chef could be boiling the water to cook pasta, and she 

will turn on the fire, and wait until the pasta is done. 

The code below is the codes for a tractor. It shows that the DC Motor 

would keep rotating counterclockwise (DC Motor V0 ccw) until the car’s 

proximity detector (IR photoreflector)  is not close to anything.

Code blocks repeated:

DC Mot or  V0 CCW 

Stop repeating when:

I R phot or ef l ect or  K2 < 5



Repeat until
C

The r epeat  unt i l  . . . code block is used to repeat a set of steps 

that could be inside a function, until a condition is true.

An example in our daily life could be: 

● Repeat washing until it’s clean 

● Repeat playing until I am tired

The codes below make an LED keep blinking (via calling function 

“blink”) 10 times. 

Code blocks repeated:

cal l  f unct i on bl i nk

Condition to check:

num_bl i nks > 10
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Robotic Coding Map: Penguin

1

2
3

4

5 6

What is 
Coding

LEDs

Lantern

Camera 

Robot 
Car 

Penguin

M

Map: My First Robotic Coding
Stage:     Stage Five 

Mission 1: Let’s build a penguin
Mission 2: Use the servo motor
Mission 3: Use the Multi LED
Mission 4: Use variables

To go to Map: 
1. Login
2. Select “Learning 

Course” 
3. Select “My First 

Robot Coding” 



Robotic Coding Map: Penguin
M

Function:
happy

Function:
sad



Competition and Games
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Giant Robots

Build the Cubes

S.O.S

Speed Building

Train Race



Design a Giant Robot

Design Challenge - Giant Robot 

Imagine if you had an infinite number of KOOV blocks (of any sizes and 

color) and KOOV electric parts, can you build these? 

Design a large eye that can turn around and look 

● What electric parts might you need? 

● What problems may you run into?

● What can you use this robot for?

Design a robot foot that can wiggle all its toes

● What electric parts might you need?

● What problems may you run into?

● What can you use this robot for?

Design a robot hand that can hold a cup

● What electric parts might you need?

● What problems may you run into?

● What can you use this robot for?



Build the Cubes

Build cubes:
2 blocks by 2 blocks and 
3 blocks by 3 blocks 

Challenge:
How about 4 blocks by 4 blocks?

2 x 2 3 x 3 



S.O.S

Morse code is a method of transmitting text information as a series of on-off 

tones, lights, or clicks. You can send S.O.S Morse code distress signals by using 

the KOOV LED and Buzzer. Build a program to blink and beep S.O.S in Morse 

Code: short, short, short, long, long, long, short, short, short:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Written_language


Speed Building

See how many robots a team can build in an hour. Each team selects the robots 

they want to build. Once they finish a robot, they raise their hand, and the mentor 

will check it and give points for accuracy, up to the max points listed below. 



Train Race

Maze

Build a train that can get out of the maze the quickest

Build:

Locomotives (KOOV robot recipe) 

Follow a dark line (use IR Photo reflector to 

detect the distance between the train and 

the dark line on the paper
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Games - Robotics Relay

Material: 

A list of questions with answers, 

Strips of these questions (with answers)

Small ziplock bags

Plastic gold coin or paper printout

How to Play: 

● Have kids in groups and line up at line A.  From each group, send one runner at 

a time to run to B. 

● When a runner arrives at line B, the mentor asks a random selected question. If 

this runner gets it right, they get a gold coin to put in their bag. 

● Each runner runs back and passes the bag to the next runner. 

● The game ends when the time is up. 

How to Win:

The team with the most gold coins wins. 

A B



Games - Robotics Charade

Material:
Timer, Word Cards

How to Play
● Game controller (the teacher or mentor) holds the word cards.
● Each team takes turns sending a player to act out the word, but all of the 

teams can guess. Teams take turns guessing, and each team has three 
guesses. The team who guesses right scores one point. 

● Each word should take only 1 min, and if no teams guess the word when the 
minute is up, no one scores. 

● The game is over when all word cards have been tried. 

How to Win: 
The team who has the most points wins.



Light Sensor

IR Photoreflector

DC Motor

Servo Motor

Buzzer

Red LED 

Green LED Blue LED 

wait

Robot

Light

Sound

frequency

Push Switch

KOOV Core

Battery Pack

Top Core Button

Bottom Core Button

Right Core Button

Left Core Button

Robotics Charade



appendix



Advanced

Accelerometer

ListC

P
Physics

Coding Concepts

● Light 
● Current & Voltage
● Closed Feedback Loop 

System

E
Electronics
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Light as a wave 

Light is an Electromagnetic Wave or EM WAVE that is visible to human eyes. Below 
is an illustration of an electromagnetic wave, which includes magnetic vibration and 
electrical vibration, moving together at speed of light. 

Light is just one type of EM wave, and there are other EM waves that are invisible to 
us. A chart called Electromagnetic Spectrum contains all EM waves, from the 
smallest frequency to the highest. Frequency is how many waves are there in a 
second.

P
advanced



How Does Light Sensor Work? 

A Light Sensor is a device that detect brightness by converting light energy into 
electrical signals. Light sensors are also known as Photo Sensors because the 
convert light energy (photons) into electricity (electrons). Light sensors can be 
grouped into two main categories: 

● those which generate electricity when illuminated
● those which change their electrical properties when illuminated

A phototransistor is a light sensor that generates electricity 
when illuminated. The “photo” in phototransistor is light, and 
the “transistor” means an amplifier, which amplifies or 
increases something. 

The brighter the light, the more electricity is generated.

Photoresistor is a light sensor that changes its electrical properties 
when illuminated. A photoresistor does not generate electricity when 
there is light, but it reduces the resistance of electricity flow. 
Resistance is how hard it is for electricity to flow through an object. 
When resistance is reduced, electricity flows faster.

The brighter the light, the more electricity is allowed to flow through. 

P
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Current and Voltage
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DC, Current, and Voltage

In direct current (DC), the electric charge (current) only flows in one direction. A 

battery generates direct current.

The pressure at the end of the hose can represent voltage. The water in the tank 

represents charge. The more water in the tank, the higher the charge, the more 

pressure is measured at the end of the hose.

We can think of this tank as a battery, a place where we store a certain amount of 

energy and then release it. If we drain our tank a certain amount, the pressure 

created at the end of the hose goes down. We can think of this as decreasing 

voltage, like when a flashlight gets dimmer as the batteries run down. There is also 

a decrease in the amount of water that will flow through the hose. Less pressure 

(voltage) means less water is flowing, which brings us to current.

P
advanced



DC Motor rotates via 

Magnetic Force

Electric current produces a magnetic field. This magnetic field can be 

visualized as a pattern of circular field lines surrounding a wire. 

DC Motor works by running current through the rotor, generating magnetic 

field, which interacts with another magnet to keep the rotor turning. The higher 

the electric current, the stronger the magnetic field, and the stronger the 

interaction with that magnet inside the DC Motor, causing the rotor to spin 

faster. 

P
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Servo 

The Servo in Servo Motor means that it is a close control loop using 

feedback. 

Servo is a general term for a closed loop control system using negative 

feedback. 

The cruise control in a car is one example of a servo system. It 

measures your speed and feeds that back into a control circuit which 

adjusts the car acceleration to maintain a stable speed. 

P
advanced



An "Open Loop" system has no feedback, so there is no way to verify 

that it is performing as expected. The DC Motor is in a Open Loop 

system, meaning that the current position is not fed back to the loop.

A "Closed Loop" system uses a feedback signal to adjust the speed 

and direction of the motor to achieve the desired result. The Servo

Motor is a closed loop system that uses the current position to adjust 

the rotation speed.

Closed and Open Loop System 

P
advanced



Look Inside a Servo Motor 

A Servo Motor contains a DC Motor, gears, a position sensor, and an error amplifier. Together 

it forms a control loop that keeps going until the desired location is reached.

The DC Motor rotates the shaft. The gears decreases the rotation speed of the shaft for 

accurate positioning. The output shaft also drives another gear which rotates the position 

sensor. When rotated, the position sensor provides a voltage indicating the shaft output 

position. That voltage is fed back into an error amplifier.The error amplifier produces an error 

signal which is the difference between the desired position and the current position. 

The error signal is then used to drive the motor. When the current position equals the desired 

position, then the error signal would be zero, and the DC Motor would stop.

P
advanced
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How Does Tilting Works? 

Have you ever play a game on a phone or a tablet that controls the game 

object by tilting? For example, you may have played a car racing game and 

“drives” the car by tilting your phone. How does your phone know how much 

you tilt or which directing you tilt? It knows by using a electronic device 

called an accelerometer. 

advanced



Accelerometer

E

The Accelerometers are commonly used in game controllers and  

smartphones to use natural intuitive motion, such as motion similar to driving a 

car with steering wheel. 

The Accelerometer tells the two-dimensional or three-dimensional positions by 

measuring the acceleration force along the direction of the axis. The 

acceleration force could be caused by gravity or movement.

advanced



The KOOV Accelerometer three-dimensional positions by measuring the acceleration 

force along the direction of the axis. You can learn how to use KOOV Accelerometer in 

the Firetruck project (found in the KOOV Robot Recipes) to control the ladder. 

You can tilt a KOOV Accelerometer and watch its values change in KOOV. 

KOOV Accelerometer 
E

video

advanced

https://youtu.be/fUpY8ybMUEI


Rotate around X-axis

E

To increase in X, tilt 
toward right

To decrease in X, tilt 
toward left

start

advanced



Rotate around Y-axis

E

Tilt toward you to move 
increase in Y: 

Tilt away from you to move 
ladder forward (+Y)

start

advanced



Rotate around Z-axis

E

Lift up the controller 
(+Z) to lift up the ladder  

Press down the 
controller (-Z) to 
move the ladder 
down

start

advanced
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Lists
C

We use lists in our everyday life. If you are baking cupcakes, and you need to 

go shopping. You would need to put together a grocery shopping list. An 

example grocery shopping list could include sugar, flour, eggs, milk.

sugar

flour

eggs

milk

In coding, programs often store data in lists. A program can add something to 

a list, read something from a list, or remove something from a list. 

List name: 
My Shopping List

List size: 4

List items: 
1. sugar 
2. flour 
3. eggs
4. milk

advanced



Using Lists in code
C

A list is a set of elements. In KOOV, an element can be either a numeric value or a 

variable.

In code, we can store data in a list and use it to perform task. For example, below is a 

simulator that lets you click on desired stops in a list, and when you click “go”, the 

Servo Motor would turn to each position in the angles list.  

demonstration

advanced

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/211413487/#fullscreen


Troubleshooting

We Can Fix It



Troubleshooting E

Problem: Motor not moving

Reason 1: Battery too low
To confirm, use the Digital Multimeter or test with buzzer. If buzzer still works 
with the battery, then it’s not the battery. 

Reason 2: The motor is jammed
To confirm, try a different motor
If another motor works with the same code, the teacher can open the DC 
motor with a screwdriver and adjust the gears. 

Problem: Can move to the next step in Map

Reason 1: Code does not match
To confirm, check the tutorial. 
To fix, update your code to be exactly like that in tutorial. 

Reason 2: Extra variables not mentioned in tutorial
To confirm, check the data tab for unused variables.
To fix, remove extra variables.

Reason 3: Extra functions not mentioned in tutorial
To confirm, check the control tab for unused functions.
To fix, remove extra functions.

Reason 4: Extra lists not mentioned in tutorial
To confirm, check the data tab for unused lists.
To fix, remove extra lists.

Problem: Cannot see the codes 

Reason 1: You accidentally delete it
To confirm, use the undo button.
To fix, undo. 

Reason 2: It’s hidden
To confirm, zoom out.
To fix, zoom out. 

Video

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YQJ29_9j_vmKCPGkCX1h_LyfkezT83U3


Troubleshooting E

Problem: LED does not turn off

Reason 1: Did not set LED to off
To fix, make sure there is a LED () off line

Reason 2: Wrong port
Check Connection Settings and your KOOV Core to make sure the LED 
ports match

Reason 3: Current too high
To fix, move to a different port. 



Buzzer Connection Error

Moreover, if there are other devices already connected to a section (say V1-V5), 
then connect the buzzer to a different section. For instance, if an LED is already 
connected to V2, you cannot connect a buzzer to V3, because it’s in the same 
section, and there is not enough current to support both devices.

Instead, connect the Buzzer to a port in the other section, such as V6. 

video*

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pruzFN_1sOhxTIoAEvv7u-d0FfB7LgQJ/view?usp=sharing
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Day 4 Concept: list

We use lists in our everyday life. If you are baking cupcakes, and you need to 

go shopping. You would need to put together a grocery shopping list. An 

example grocery shopping list could include sugar, flour, eggs, milk.

55

sugar

flour

eggs

milk

In coding, programs often store data in lists. A program can add something to a 

list, read something from a list, or remove something from a list. 

List name: My Shopping List

List size: 4

List items: 
1. sugar 
2. flour 
3. eggs
4. milk

What is the first item in the list? 

_________________________

What is the third item in the list?

_________________________

3



Day 4 Concept: working with list

56

List name: My Shopping List

List size of the new list: _________________

List Items in the new list:

1. _______________________

1. _______________________

1. _______________________

1. _______________________

1. _______________________

The 3rd item in the list: ________________

Let’s try practice working with list. Answer the question about this list after a 

program changes it. Note that when adding, an item is added to the end of a list. 

s t ar t
r emove i t em [ 3]  f r om l i st  
add [ chocol at e]  t o l i s t

554
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Day 5 Map Stage 6 Mission 1:  Let’s build a penguin

Build a penguin with Servo Motor, IR 
Photoreflector, and KOOV Blocks.  



Day 5 Map Stage 6 Mission 2:  Use the servo motor

Use Servo Motor to make the penguin dance 
side to side.  

The Servo Motor points to 
90 degree by default.  

556



Day 5 Map Stage 6 Mission 2:  Use the servo motor

Use Servo Motor to make the penguin dance 
side to side.  

557



Day 5 Map Stage 6 Mission 3:  Use the Multi LED

Learn to use the Multi LED, and how to make a 
color with light. 

Red, Green and Blue are the primary colors of light. Mixing 
the same amount of these colors make another color:

value from 
0 to 100

558



Day 5 Map Stage 6 Mission 3:  Use the Multi LED

What color pattern does the Multi LED light up with 
the program above?

Red Green Blue Result

100 0 0 Red

0 100 0 Green

0 0 100 Blue

100 100 0 Yello

0 100 100 Cyan

100 0 100 Magenta

100 100 100 White

559



Day 5 Lab: Stage 6 Mission 4  Use random numbers

1) What does this code do? What possible numbers would this code block 
return? 

pi ck a r andom 1 t o 10

Answer: __________________________________________

1) What would the variable penguin be? 

set  var i abl e pengui n t o (  10 )  - (  2 )   

Answer: __________________________________________

1) What is the value variable big_penguin after running the following code? 

set  var i abl e pengui n t o (  10 )  - (  2 )   
set  var i abl e bi g_pengui n t o (  pengui n )  - (  2 )   

Answer: __________________________________________

1) What does this code do? 

ser vo mot or  synchr o mot i on ( speed ( 50) )
set  ser vo mot or  ( V2)  t o ( 90)  degr ees
set  ser vo mot or  ( V3)  t o ( 120)  degr ees
set  ser vo mot or  ( V4)  t o ( 60)  degr ees

a) Jump
b) Dance
c) Sing

Answer: __________________________________________ 625510



Day 5 Lab: Buddy from Robot Recipe

Build Buddy following the Robot Recipe. You will use three Servo 
Motors to make its legs turn. Build and load the code to Buddy and 
test. 

What does this code do? 

Ser vo mot or  synchr o mot i on ( speed ( 50) )
Set  ser vo mot or  ( V2)  t o ( 90)  degr ees
Set  ser vo mot or  ( V3)  t o ( 120)  degr ees
Set  ser vo mot or  ( V4)  t o ( 60)  degr ees

Can you make it dance faster? 635511



Code Blocks Used
Control

Motion

Variable

Operator

Sensing

5512



Value Range

Sound Sensor

Light Sensor

IR Photoreflector

Accelerometer

0 to 100

0 to 100

0 to 100

-100 to 100

65

Servo Motor Speed 0    to 100

Servo Motor Degrees 0    to 180

Buzzer Frequency 48    to 108

DC Motor Speed 0    to 100

5513



Troubleshooting page 1
Problem: Motor not moving

Reason 1: Battery too low
Ask the adults to check or replace with new batteries. 

Reason 2: The motor is jammed
After replacing the battery, if the motor still does not work, then ask the 
adults for help. 

Problem: Can move to the next step in Map

Reason 1: Code does not match
To confirm, check the tutorial. 
To fix, update your code to be exactly like the tutorial. 

Reason 2: Extra variables not mentioned in tutorial
To confirm, check the data tab for unused variables.
To fix, remove extra variables.

Reason 3: Extra functions not mentioned in tutorial
To confirm, check the control tab for unused functions.
To fix, remove extra functions.

Reason 4: Extra lists not mentioned in tutorial
To confirm, check the data tab for unused lists.
To fix, remove extra lists.

Problem: Cannot see the codes 

Reason 1: You accidentally deleted it
To confirm, use the undo button.
To fix, undo. 

Reason 2: It’s hidden
To confirm, zoom out.
To fix, zoom out. 

665514



Troubleshooting page 2

Problem: LED does not turn off

Reason 1: Did not set LED to off
To fix, make sure there is a LED () off line

Reason 2: Wrong port
Check Connection Settings and your KOOV Core to make sure the LED 
ports match

Reason 3: Current too high
To fix, move to a different port. 

675515
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